The Force Experience – “The Hunt”
Cast: (In Order of Appearance)

Narrator - Joe M.
Agent Sadic - Stephen G.
The Emperor - Joe M.
Agent Talen - Jennifer R.
Agent Tannos - Kiyo G.
Luke Skywalker - Jason M.
Jedi #2 - Ryan C.
Jedi #1 - Jim G.
Imperial Officer - ?
Darth Vader - Joe M.
Obi-Wan - Joe M.
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(Start of track 1)
Narrator:

A long time ago in a galaxy far far away...
It has been one year since the Battle of Hoth has ended and the Empire search for Luke
Skywalker is still in full force. The Emperor has dispatched several teams of Imperial
agents all crossed the galaxy. One of these teams finds themselves on a small planet
called Earth and that is where our story begins...

Agent Sadic:

Transport 1138 to Emperor Palpatine.

The Emperor:

Go ahead Agent Sadic.

Agent Sadic:

We are entering the atmosphere and will be landing shortly. I am picking up a faint
reading of another hyperdrive, possibly a rebel ship.

The Emperor:

Goooood... I will send my apprentice to your location.

Agent Sadic:

I understand my lord.

The Emperor:

Agent Sadic...

Agent Sadic:

Yes my lord.

The Emperor:

Agent Tannos is in charge of this expedition.

Agent Sadic:

Understood my lord... Over and out.
(Sound effect of a ship flying overhead in landing.
After ship lans Sith style music for the agents entrance.)

Agent Talen:

Greatings... We bring this planet great news.

Agent Tannos:

Yes, this planet is now under the protection of the empire.

Agent Sadic:

Some of you might be thinking. I didn't sign up for this. Well that's ok; we didn't ask you
ha ha ha...

Agent Talen:

let us introduce ourselves. I am Agent Talen to my right is Agent Tannos and to my left
it Agent Sadic. We have traveled across the galaxy following a hyperdrive signature that
has come to this little planet.

Agent Tannos:

That's right. Has anyone seen a small one person ship lend nearby? Anyone... You
there... Have you seen a men dressed in all black claiming to be a Jedi? No... We have
ways of making you talk.

Agent Sadic:

Agent Tannos stand down. You forget your place and who is the ranking Agent on this
excursion.

Agent Tannos:

Have you already forgotten. Emperor Palpatine has stated that I am to be in charge of
the expedition not you.

Agent Tannos:

You think you're in charge because you flu the ship here, but I overheard your radio
communication to the Emperor and when he told you that I am to be in charge.

Agent Sadic:

How dare you...

Agent Tannos:
Agent Sadic:

If you feel that I am unfit to lead the expedition, challenge me here and now we will
settle this once and for all.
Fine by me.

Agent Talen:

Here we go again.
(End of track 1)
(Add fight track for Agents Sadic &Tannos fight)
(Start of track2)

Agent Tannos:

You have been beaten, stand down...

Agent Sadic:

Fine. You win. If you’re going to kill me, get it over with.

Agent Tannos:

There are worse things than death.
(Agent Tannos "Force Chokes" Agent Sadic and brings him to his feet.)

Agent Tannos:

I will deal with your betrayal later. Return to the ship and be ready to take off as soon as
we have Skywalker in hand.

Agent Sadic:

As you wish.
(Agent Sadic leaves the stage)

Agent Talen:

Are you finished? Can we get back to work now? While you were goofing around, I
noticed something about this planet.

Agent Tannos:

Yes...

Agent Talen:

These inhabitants are strong in the force.

Agent Tannos:

You're right; they are strong in the force. The Emperor will be pleased with this
information. Agent Tannos to transport 1138.

Agent Sadic:

What do you want Tannos.

Agent Tannos:

Patch me through to Coruscant. Directly to the Emperor, I have information that he will
want to know.

The Emperor:

This is Emperor Palpatine report.

Agent Tannos:

Upon arrival we've come to the conclusion that the inhabitants on this world are strong
in the force.

The Emperor:

I see my trust in you leading this expedition was correct. Do what must be done.
Evaluate their skills and begin their training in the dark side of the force. I have decided
to inspect this planet myself. I will be in touch.

Agent Tannos:

As you wish my lord... Sadic prepare for the Emperor's arrival and send him our
location.

Agent Sadic:

As you wish.

Agent Talen:

The Emperor is coming here... And you did not say anything about Sadic's betrayal?

Agent Tannos:

That's correct. The conflict between Sadic and me will be dealt with at a later time. Back
to the task at hand, as you just heard we will begin your training in the ways of the force.

Agent Talen:

And to those lucky few in the ways of lightsaber as well.

Agent Tannos:

You have the ability to focus your energy and you push your opponent away like this.
(Sound effect of a force push)

Agent Talen:

Agent Tannos just demonstrated a force push. Now it's your turn.

Agent Tannos:

On the count of 3 use a force push. 1... 2... 3... Push...

Agent Talen:

Are you pushing?

Agent Tannos:

I thought you said this planet at something desirable.

Agent Talen:

Give them time they're learning.

Agent Tannos:

Do it again. 1... 2... 3... Push
(Sound effect of a small force push)

Agent Talen:

Better. One more time and reach out with your feelings.

Agent Tannos:

1... 2... 3... Push...
(Sound effect of a large force push)

Agent Talen:

Good even better, the Emperor will be pleased.

Agent Tannos:

Agreed... Now the weapon of an Imperial Agent is a lightsaber. Not as clumsy or
random as a blaster, but will cause fear in your opponents.

Luke Skywalker:

You focus too much on the conflict within you, when I know you have so much more
potential.

Agent Tannos:

That presence... Show yourself Skywalker.

Luke Skywalker:

Return to your part of the galaxy and leave this planet alone. I am a Jedi, I like my father
before me and I will protect the innocent at all cost.

Jedi #2:

We too are Jedi Knights.

Jedi #1:

We will assist you in protecting the innocent we will not allowed any harm to come to
this planet.

Luke Skywalker:

I thought I was the last of the Jedi.

Jedi #1:

I was one of the few that survived order 66. I fled to this planet and I even started
training others in the ways of the Jedi. This is one of my pupils.

Agent Talen:

If you're not with the Empire you're against.

Luke Skywalker:

If that is your choice.
(End of track 2)
(Add fight track for Agents & Jedi fight)
(Start of track 3)

Agent Tannos:

Agent Sadic where are you. This planet is infested with Jedi. Get out here now!

Imperial Officer:

Cancel that order. This is the Super Star Destroyer Executor, the Emperor and Lord
Vader will be landing at your location at any moment prepare for there arrival.
(Sound effect of a ship flying overhead in landing.)

Agent Talen:

Now you'll see the full power of the Dark Side of the force.
(Imperial March music for the Emperor & Darth Vader’s entrance.)

Agent Tannos:

My Lords...

Darth Vader:

You may dispense with the pleasantries.

The Emperor:

It seems my trust in you to lead this expedition not you was wrong. You know the
penalty for failer.
(As the Emperor is about to zap Agent Tannos with lightning.)

Agent Talen:

My Lord, now that you and Lord Vader are here we greatly out number this Jedi Scum.

The Emperor:

You may be right Agent Talen. Agent Tannos and your self can deal with the other Jedi.
As for Skywalker… Lord Vader, he is yours.

Darth Vader:

As you wish my Master… The Emperor has been searching for you.

Luke Skywalker:

I know, father

Darth Vader:

So, you have accepted the truth.

Luke Skywalker:

I've accepted the truth that you were once Anakin Skywalker, my father.

Darth Vader:

That name no longer has any meaning for me.

Luke Skywalker:

Search your feelings, father. I feel the conflict within you. Let go of your hate.

Darth Vader:

There is no conflict. The Emperor will show you the true nature of the Force. You don't
know the power of the dark side.

The Emperor:

I look forward to completing your training. In time you will call me Master.

Luke Skywalker:

Never! I'll never turn to the dark side. You've failed, Your Highness. I am a Jedi, like my
father before me.

The Emperor:

So be it… Jedi. Lord Vader… Deal with Skywalker.

Darth Vader:

As you wish.

Jedi #1:

We will take care of these two.
(End of track 3)
(Add fight track for Agents/Vader & Jedi fight)
(Start of track 4)

Darth Vader:

Obi-Wan has taught you well. In dead you are powerful.

Jedi #1:

Luke if we fight as one, we can overpower the Dark Side and the Empire.

Jedi #2:

That’s right, trust in the force.

The Emperor:

No, my young friends… These new recruits are strong with the force. Now take your
rightful place by my side and begin your training and on the count of three! PUSH the
Jedi away! 1, 2, 3 – PUSH! (Sound Effect of Small Force-Push)

Darth Vader:

Impressive, most impressive.

The Emperor:

One more time, 1, 2, 3- PUSH! (Sound Effect of Large Force-Push) Ha Ha Ha…
Agents take them.

Jedi #2:

They are too strong master.

Jedi #1:

Luke, return to the Rebel Alliance and tell them what has happen here on this planet.

Luke Skywalker:

What about you?

Darth Vader:

It is too late for them, my son. (Agents take the Jedi off stage)

The Emperor:

This is your last chance, Skywalker.

Luke Skywalker:

Never.

Obi-Wan:

(In a “Force mystical voice”) Run Luke run… (Luke runs off stage)

The Emperor:

Let him go my old friend.
(Sound effect of an X-Wing ship flying taking off.)

The Emperor:

In time Skywalker will come to use.

Darth Vader:

He will come to us?

The Emperor:

I have foreseen it

Darth Vader:

As you wish.

The Emperor:

You have done well Lord Vader.

Agent Talen:

What would you like us to do with the Jedi?

The Emperor:

You… Nothing…

Darth Vader:

I will deal with the Jedi myself.

The Emperor:

As for you Agent Tannos, your fail year with this task will be dealt with once you return
to Coruscant. Agent Talen… You are now in charge of this expedition. Agents you will
remain in this planet and hunt down any remaining Jedi.

Agent Tannos:

As you wish.
(Agent Tannos & the Emperor leave stage.)

Darth Vader:

You have done well Agent Talen… Do not forget where you’re true loyalties lie, my
apprentice.

Agent Talen:

Of Corse, my Master.
(Agent Talen & the Darth Vader leave stage.)

Narrator:

We hope you enjoyed the Saber Guild performance of The Force Experience. For more
information about the Saber Guild and how to join or how to request an event please
visit our web site at www.SaberGuild.com
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